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Text SD 30: Ecology and environment 

 

Our responsibility is not only to human beings, but also to planet Earth. Through our own, 
individual spiritual development and through our contribution to the spiritual development of 
mankind, we also help planet Earth to clean itself up and to overcome the damage caused by 
us humans. The Earth - more precisely the Earth Logos - is also a spiritual being that is also 
developing and increasing its vibration. 
 
Earth, as a planet of atonement and penance, as a planet of spiritual learning and 
development, represents a huge opportunity for all living beings incarnated as human beings: 
"We have taken upon ourselves an incarnation on a planet of atonement and penance in order 
to become free from vices, attachments, transgressions and so on that cling to us. So the life 
on earth serves for becoming free, and the better we manage this becoming free, by living a 
life that is in accordance with God's will, by working on ourselves - in this the truth 
transmissions of God's messengers help us - the more beautiful will be our home that awaits 
us after this life" (Weidner 2009b:7/8). 
 
In order for us to create the spiritual further development, "it is inevitable that we use the 
time we still have to create the conditions for higher development, for becoming free, so that 
after this life our homeland can offer us joy, peace, harmony, security and bliss!" (Weidner 
2009b:8). 
 
Thereby the earth provides us with a tremendous chance to develop further faster than in 
otherworldly spheres - up to a factor of 800 (cf. Weidner 2005b:89). 
 
"The scientists will recognize that in the cosmos God-willed order rules. Where reason, justice 
and love rule. What a contrast to the earth planet. Here delusions, greed and lies, there the 
noble, positive conscience, moral greatness, above all charity and helpfulness" (Weidner 
2009b:10). 
 
"There is no overpopulation on earth due to too many incarnations. There are only now, 
compared to earlier centuries, more incarnated spirit souls - that is, earth people. The reason 
for this is an approaching end-time epoch. This means that many spirit beings willing to 
incarnate want to use the chance to improve their state of soul. This is also allowed to them 
after a certain examination. Therefore, at first sight, there are too many earth people in some 
peoples" (Weidner 2009b:130).  
 
"If mankind were aware of how serious its situation and that of the planet is in earth life, the 
leading operators would immediately stop the nuclear power plants. But people have the 
freedom to make this decision themselves. They bear the responsibility for the course of the 
continuous radiation of the nuclear power - especially of the nuclear waste - which changes 
the earth body of your planet to the negative! The negative radiation through the life organism 
of the planet leads already now to disharmonious germs and these attack to a certain degree 
the life resistance force of the planet. That is, up to a certain point or a germ number the life 
organism of the earth can absorb and process this radiation. But if by an excess number, i.e. 
an imbalance of radiation vibrations, the load still increases, the life organism earth will 
become seriously ill" (Weidner 2009a:130/131). 
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"You are afraid, dear brothers and sisters, of the atomic bombs, of the atomic powers and so 
on, and you know various things, that it will be expanded and so on. I have said before, one 
thought of Christ and nuclear power is lame. Consequently, don't be afraid of it, don't worry 
about it, take care of your personal spiritual development" (Weidner 2008b:110). 
 
"Similar to the human organism, which is constantly attacked by germs of disease, the planet 
Earth suffers. The planet receives a certain measure of resistance from its mother, the sun and 
its planetary siblings. If the absorption capacity of this cosmic vibration is too weak, for 
example by counter radiation of the atomic power, the atomic waste, CO2 or by bad 
disposition of the earth people, the planet and with it the mankind will have to go through 
other processes. ... The leading earth scientists cherish the hope that these poisoning 
phenomena could deviate into space by the atmospheric pressure. This is an enormous error, 
because how would living beings on other life planets come to have to take in the earth 
garbage and also to fall ill?" (Weidner 2009a:132/133). 
 
The best ecological policy consists in the spiritualization of mankind. Spiritually developed 
people will try everything to avoid injuries and damages to other people, but also to the earth 
and to contribute to the healing. 
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